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To improve connectivity between Electronics City and Banga-
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lore and the larger network.
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»» Air
»» Rail
»» Namma Metro
»» Ring Road
»» Hosur Road Junctions
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Entrance Plaza Redesign
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Traffic Management Plans
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Pedestrian and Cycling Networks

INTERNAL CONNECTIVITY
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To improve connectivity within the estate with traffic manage-

Namma Metro Integration

ment plans and mobility alternatives.

»» Entrance Redesign
»» Traffic Management Plans within the existing RoW
»» Redesign of the Intersections
»» Pedestrian Subway
»» Parking Provisions
»» Pedestrian and Cycling Networks
»» Internal Shuttle System
»» Car Sharing
»» Policy Initiatives and Mobility Monitoring
»» Public Spaces

Pedestrian Subway

M
M

M
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M
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NAMMA METRO INTEGRATION
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Phase 02 brings the metro to the door step of electronics city
and offers connections to all other developments along Hosur
Road. This will give people a choice other than the private car and
reduce congestion and air pollution.

LAST MILE CONNECTIVITY - INTERMODAL TRANSPORT SOLUTIONS
The proposed Metro Stations for Electronics City are on Hosur
Road, one at the entrance of HP avenue and the other at the main

1 KM walking ra
dius

1

EXTERNAL NETWORK CONNECTIVITY

Electronics City

entrance. For these stations to work as a mobility solution, they

Metro Station 1

need to be integrated with the estate physically and functionally.
Being on Hosur Road, the stations offers last mile connectivity to
HP, Infosys and other establishments within a 1Km walking radius,
which should take the average person10 minutes. For people
beyond this walking radius, the metro stations need to offer a
multi-modal solution to achieve optimum ridership.
The metro stations require to be integrated with bus, shuttle and

Proposed Pedestrian Subway

intermediate public transport systems as well as promote bike
renting and bicycle sharing programs to function successfully as
a transport hub that can serve electronics city and its expected
future growth. The stations also require parking for those who live

Electronics City
Electronics City

Metro Station 2

Phase 03

around Electronics City but work in other parts of Bangalore.
Electronics City

Strengthening pedestrian infrastructure is again a key factor in

Phase 01

encouraging people to use the Metro. Apart from good pedestrian
infrastructure connecting the Metro station, a safe pedestrian
crossing is required to improve accessibility to people on both

sur

o
To H

dius
1 KM walking ra

sides of Hosur Road.
Large Metro stations without supporting activities will lack safety
and hence become unusable. The Metro Stations therefore need
to be integrated with activities such as retail, and restaurants to
create a thriving vibrant public transit hub.
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PEDESTRIAN SUBWAY
It is currently very difficult and unsafe for pedestrians to cross
Hosur Road. Every morning and evening, thousands of people
struggle to cross the road, climbing over barriers and darting
between traffic to get to the other side.

INFOSYS

NUMBER OF PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS OVER HOSUR ROAD IN 24 HOURS:

35,196

A pedestrian subway across Hosur Road will allow for a safe
pedestrian crossing and for vehicles to travel uninterrupted at

BMTC BUS
STAND

grade. It would also help stitch the two portions of the campus
together, unifying it as a whole and provide better connectivity
to the proposed Metro, shuttle and bus services.
PE
ELECTRONIC CITY
PHASE 1

DE

STR

S
IAN

UB

ELECTRONIC CITY
PHASE 2

Y
WA

PROPOSED
METRO
STATION

INDIAN TELECOM INDUSTRY

LOCATION PLAN
N
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LOCATION

Electronics City Phase 02

The subway has been located strategically to;

BMTC Bus Stand

»» Connect the proposed Namma Metro Station on the West phase to the existing
BMTC bus stand on the East Phase. By connecting two important transit hubs
the subway promotes intermodal mobility.

Landscaped Court

»» Stitch Electronics City phase 01 and 02 together to form an integrated campus, allowing for a safe path for pedestrians and cyclists.

Entrance Lobby

»» Sit inbetween the piers of the elevated expressway on Hosur Road so as not to
affect it structurally.

Elevated Expressway

ENTRANCE LOBBY
The entrance lobbies are identical on either side of the subway creating an
integrated piece of pedestrian infrastructure. The lobby has been designed
to stand out as a landmark, and envisioned as a open public space, which is
inviting with a colourful tensile roof. It is accessible by staircase, escalator
and elevators making it completely barrier free. One side of the entrance
lobby faces a sunken landscaped plaza which allows for natural light to
fill the lobby. This will allow for a refreshing and safe space as opposed to
dark tunnel like spaces that are usually associated with pedestrian subways.
The entrance lobby comes equipped with security cameras and airlocked
entrances with rolling shutters to further secure the place.

B

B

Skylights

Hosur Road

5 M Wide Pedestrian Path

1.5 M Wide Cycle Track in

SUBWAY
The 8M wide subway has a demarcated cycle lane and pedestrian lane to
allow for a safe passage of all non motorized transport. One can take the
metro to Electronics City, pick up a cycle from the shared cycle stalls at the
station and cycle to their destination at Electronics City phase 02, without
being hindered by traffic. This will provide for a faster and safer route which
will promote the usage of non motorized transport and decrease automobile
vehicle dependency. The pedestrian subway is 93M long and 4M high. It is
essential to have a 4M high tunnel as the length of the tunnel will otherwise
create a very claustrophobic uninviting space. The ceiling height will also
accommodate mechanical ventilation which is essential to make the tunnel
safe for pedestrians. As the proposed tunnel runs below Hosur Road a national highway and important traffic artery, it is suggested that it be a series
of concrete boxes that can be pushed under the road without digging. The
subway will also be structurally sound to comfortably withstand the load.

Each Direction

A

A

Entrance Lobby

Landscaped Court

Electronics City Phase 01
Proposed Metro Station

Plan
1:200
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Elevated Expressway

Section CC
1:100

View of Entrance Lobby and Pedestrian Subway

5000

4000

Hosur Road

Proposed Pedestrian Subway

Elevated Expressway

Skylights under the
Hosur elevated expressway to allow for some
natural light in the 93M
long subway.

Section BB
1:100

View of Pedestrian Subway showing Skylight
9
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Pedestrian subway
2M wide staircase with a bicycle guide rail

C

light to the entrance lobby

2000

D

4450

1500

Two elevators with a capacity of 14 people

22750

D

Entrance Lobby Plan
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Elevator porch with rolling shutter

Colourful tensile roof, creating a landmark

3500

4500

3500

4450

4500

Entrance with air lock and rolling shutter

4950

1000

1000

and providing for an inviting atmosphere

Glass wall overlooking the landscaped
courtyard providing for natural light
4950

4450

4950

Escalator

Section CC

Colourful tensile roof, creating a landmark
and providing for an inviting atmosphere

Landscaped courtyard providing for natural

Proposed Metro Station

light to the entrance lobby

4500

1000

courtyard providing for natural light

4500

Glass wall overlooking the landscaped

4950

Hosur Road

Entrance Lobby

1000

Electronics City Phase 01
Landscaped Courtyard
Section DD
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View of Entrance Lobby
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Hosa Road Junction

PROPOSED RING ROAD
The ambitious development around Electronics City that includes
high end residences and other industries suffers from a complete
lack of road infrastructure, forcing them to use the estate as a
thoroughfare adding to internal congestion and security risks.
NIC

A proposed ring road that connects Hosa Junction to Veerasandra

ER

/Hebbagodi while circumventing Electronics City will prevent

ing

Roa

d

cars and construction vehicles from using Electronics City as a

This Ring Road will strengthen the entry/exit to Electronics City
via Neeladri Road, allowing people who need to reach Phase 03,
Wipro and other establishments in the rear a quicker route. Those

Ring Roa
d

thoroughfare.

NICE Ring Road Junction

Proposed

2

EXTERNAL NETWORK CONNECTIVITY

Electronics City Phase 02

Ho
rR

su

travelling down Hosur Road, under the elevated expressway will

d

oa

now have a option of turning into the Ring Road and bypass the
traffic at the Nice Ring Road Junction, the entrance of Electronics
City, and Huskur Junction.
The Ring Road provides an alternative route to Electronics City
and will help distribute traffic, but will require land acquisition.
With the fast growing development around Electronics City it is
strongly recommended that land for the Ring Road be reserved at

Electronics City Phase 01

the earliest.
Neeladri Road
Junction

Veerasandra Junction

Proposed
R

ing Road

Bommassandra
Industrial Estate

N
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3

INTERNAL CONNECTIVITY

ENTRANCE REDESIGN
The main entrance to the estate both in Phase 01 and Phase 02
does not have visibility, a landmark or any sort of identity to create
a sense of place which lets people know they have arrived. Both
entrances have a toll gate, that services the elevated expressway
over the Hosur Road. At this point, the lanes from the elevated
expressway and the free lanes at grade merge resulting in traffic
chaos. There is a complete lack of pedestrian infrastructure, forcing
pedestrians to encroach on the vehicular travel lanes further
compounding the chaos.

The redesign of the entrance area has a three way approach;
»» Better traffic management - to organise the merging travel
lanes from the elevated expressway and Hosur Road and
allow for smooth flow of traffic at steady speeds. To create
shared lanes that switch directions between morning and
evening peak hours reducing wait time and increasing commuter convenience

Electronics City Phase 01 Entrance – Complete lack of pedestrian infrastructure

»» Improved pedestrian infrastructure - to redivide the RoW
and provide for wide footpaths to accommodate the current
and expected pedestrian traffic. Pedestrian connectivity is
of critical importance to provide last mile connectivity to the
proposed Metro Station

»» Redesign of the toll gate - to create a landmark structure
that allows for an identity to the estate. The toll gate has
been envisioned as a iconic structure that will provide a
sense of arrival.

Unorganized lanes and lack of pedestrian infrastructure
14
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EXISTING SCENARIO - ELECTRONICS CITY PHASE 01
ENTRANCE

Infosys

Currently the traffic flow at the entrance is unorganized, involving
a number of merging lanes, congestion and long wait times. This

Hosur Road

scenario is further compounded by a round about at the entrance of
ELCITA Pump House Road, allowing for U-turns and many directions

Elevated Expressway

of travel. The width of the travel lanes also vary greatly widening upto
46M at the toll and narrowing to 10.5M just after ELCITA pump house
Road creating a bottleneck.
The pedestrian infrastructure is inadequate, and in some areas completely absent.
The toll gate is a functional structure, but has no presence of a landdmark or icon signifying the entrance into the estate.

4 travel lanes from
the elevated expressway and 4 travel
lanes at-grade

6 four wheeler travel
lanes for the toll way,
2 two wheeler lanes
for the toll way and
two free lanes

Proposed Metro
Station

1st Main Road
25 M
46.25 M

24 M

10.5 M

ITI Campus

N
Lords Plaza

Round about at
ELCITA Pump House
Road

Toll Gate

Elevated Expressway
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PROPOSED OPTION 01 - SHARED TOLL LANE
The traffic pattern in Electronics City is characterized by a large inflow
in the morning as people get to their place of work and a large outflow
in the evenings as they head back home. In this option, the entrance
has been redesigned to accommodate 5 toll lanes for four-wheelers.
The central toll lane will be a shared lane, changing directions between
morning and evening peak hours to maximise incoming traffic in the
morning and outgoing traffic in the evening. Directional lights and
collapsible bollards will help regulate the change in direction as per the
agreed timing.

shared toll lane

two wheeler lane

ELCITA Pump
House Road

merging lanes

one at-grade travel
lanes
continuous footpath
varying from 2.1M to 8M
connecting the estate
to the proposed Metro
station
4 travel lanes from the
elevated expressway
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PROPOSED OPTION 01 - SHARED TOLL LANE
MORNING PEAK HOURS
The entrance is redesigned to allow for maximum incoming
traffic in the mornings. Two travel lanes from the elevated
expressway lead to three toll lanes including the shared lane
to service four-wheelers. This allows for a waiting lane to avoid
traffic pile up. Two-wheelers have a seperate toll lane. Additionally there is one at-grade free lane separated by a landscaped
median from the toll lane. The geometry of the lanes have been
worked out to allow for smooth lane merging.
elevated expressway

shared toll lane

PROPOSED OPTION 01 - SHARED TOLL LANE
EVENING PEAK HOURS
The entrance is redesigned to allow for maximum outgoing
traffic in the evenings. Three toll lanes including the shared lane
lead to two travel lanes on the elevated expressway to service
four-wheelers. This allows for a waiting lane to avoid traffic pile
up. Two-wheelers have a seperate toll lane. Additionally there is
one at-grade free lane seperated by a landscaped median from
the toll lane. The geometry of the lanes have been worked out
to allow for smooth lane merging.
elevated expressway

shared toll lane
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PROPOSED OPTION 02 - 6 TOLL LANES
In this option the entrance is redesigned to accommodate 6 toll lanes,
three in each direction for four-wheelers, with additional toll lanes for
two-wheelers. The at grade lanes stay the same. This option aims at
dispelling traffic efficiently through the day, without reversing directions.

6 toll lanes

two wheeler lane

ELCITA Pump
House Road

merging lanes

one at-grade travel
lanes
continuous footpath
varying from 2.1M to 5M
connecting the estate
to the proposed Metro
station
4 travel lanes from the
elevated expressway
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MERGING LANES

OPTION 1 - SHARED TOLL LANE

Great care has been taken to work out the geometry of the
merging lanes in both options to allow for smooth flow of traffic.
The two lanes coming from the elevated expressway branch
out to three lanes for four-wheelers and one lane for twowheelers to allow for waiting time.
These lanes merge with the one at grade lane bringing in traffic
from Hosur Road.
The round about at ELCITA Pump House Road has been
removed to prevent U-turns and traffic that turns in many directions. This will result in continuous traffic movement at steady
speeds.
After this junction the lanes finally become 2 lanes of 2.75M
each or alternatively become one designated two wheeler lane
of 1.5M width and a bus and four wheeler lane of 3M width
based on the selected traffic management plan.
The same system works in the opposite direction allowing people to smoothly climb on to the expressway or turn into Hosur
Road at-grade.

OPTION 2 - 6 TOLL LANES

19
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TOLL GATE REDESIGN

THE FAN - CONCEPT

The toll gate at the entrance of Phase 01 has been re-envisioned to be both
functional as well as an iconic estate wide landmark. The structure has been
redesigned to have high visibility and provide a sense of entry. The form has been
modelled to provide for easy association to create memorable identity. It is also
suggested that it be scaled down and replicated at the entrance of Electronics City
Phase 02, resulting in an uniform and integrated estate.

DESIGN OPTIONS
THE FAN
In this option the toll gate is designed to be a dynamic structure which will be percieved differently by people from different points creating great visual interest. The
Fan consists of a series of fins placed at angles which resemble a Japanese fan when
viewed from the sides. These fines are connected by a tensile structure which will
protect the toll gate from the elements. Four toll booths are accommodated within
this structure along with a toilet block. Each booth is accommodated in a landscape
strip which also separates the toll lanes.

KITES - CONCEPT
KITES
In this option the toll gate is designed as grand entrance with multi coloured tensile
structures that welcome people entering the estate. A metal frame which can support greenery in terms of creepers forms the visually strong facade for those leaving
the estate. Four toll booths are accommodated within this structure along with a
toilet block. Each booth is accommodated in a landscape strip which also separates
the toll lanes.
In both options, a toll booth office of 20 Sq M is located further down First Main Road,
at the ELCTIA Pump House Road junction. This office is designed to accomoodate
two desks, and a toliet . Seating and waiting space has been provided for outside the
office booth, allowing for people to queue and renew their toll passes. This office will
also be equipped with a first aid box for emergencies. Parking space for 2 cars has
been provided for just outside the office.

20
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THE FAN
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Plan

Landscape strip separating
the toll lanes and enforcing
lane discipline

Shared toll lane

Toilet block with one WC for men
and one for women, a janitors
closet, and duct for ventialation
incorporated within a fin.

Fin

Footpath
12 Sq M toll both.
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Landscape strip separating the footpath from the
free lane

Free lane bringing in
at-grade traffic from
Hosur Road
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Free lane bringing in
at-grade traffic from
Hosur Road

Fin
Shared toll lane

Landscape strip separating
the toll lanes and enforcing
lane discipline

23

Tensile Canopy

Toilet block with one WC for men
and one for women, a janitors
closet, and duct for ventialation
incorporated within a fin.
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THE KITES

Electronics City
Phase 01

Hosur Road
Elevated Expressway

Plan

Side Elevation

View of the toll gate from Hosur Road side
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The metal facade folds
over the toilet integrating it with the main
structure

Toilet block with one WC for
men and one for women, a
janitors closet, and duct for
ventialation .

Metal facade which
can support creepers
facing Electronics City

Space for name board and
branding

View of the toll gate from Electronics City Side

3M wide toll lanes
bringing in and taking
out traffic
Landscape strip separating
the toll lanes and enforcing
lane discipline

Designated toll lane for
two-wheelers

26

Footpath connecting the
estate to Hosur Road

Free lane bringing in
at-grade traffic from
Hosur Road
Landscape strip separating the footpath from the
free lane
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4

INTERNAL CONNECTIVITY

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT PLANS
NEED WITHIN THE ESTATE
The Electronics City estate is plagued with congestion, narrow
right of ways which are unable to support the volume of traffic
and poor mobility infrastructure which does not provide any
other alternative.

The current scenario of traffic congestion is compounded
by :
»» a lack of mobility alternatives

»» a lack of road hierarchy - all roads are two ways
accommodating all kinds of traffic irrespective of their
width.

»» no traffic management plans which enforce restrictive
timings, and or one way directions on the roads allowing
for maximum traffic in the peak hours to enter or exit the
estate.

Traffic congestion, morning peak hours, 1st Main Road, Electronics City Phase 01
28
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There is a necessity for Traffic Management Plans to effectively
manage the mobility within the estate. These plans would
regulate the directions and modes of travel along each of the
main roads within the estate and also create alternatives based
on the carrying capacities of the roads and temporal usage,
especially at peak hours. The plans use a variety of proposed
solutions to combat congestion including one-ways, restricted
timings for larger vehicles on narrow roads, priority roads for
certain kinds of traffic at certain times of the day etc.

HICAL

HP

Traffic Management Plans for Electronics City
include;

SCHNEIDER
INFOSYS

ELCIA

»» identifying main roads, secondary roads and tertiary
roads and routing traffic accordingly

VELANKANI
TECH PARK

GE
TCS

»» creating a system of one – way loops that allow for
smoother traffic flow without hindering connectivity
TATA POWER

3M

BHEL

»» creating bus networks with designated bus bays

TECH MAHINDRA

SIEMENS

C DOT

3M

»» creating a strong pedestrian and cycle network that is
shaded and usable all through the day

HCL
MOOG
CDAC

»» creating continuous landscape strips, allowing for street
furniture, designated vending and good street lighting to
create safe active streets that enrich the public realm

HAPPIEST
MIND TECH

LEMON TREE

WIPRO

HAPPIEST
MIND TECH

N
The map above highlights the road network and some of the companies in the estate. The size of dot corresponds to the number of people employed by that company, which is directly proportional to the
number of people using the road infrastructure.
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ROAD HIERARCHY

SECONDARY ROADS

For a successful traffic management plan, the roads within Electronics City have been classified as Primary Roads
Secondary Roads and Tertiary Roads. The type of road corresponds to the amount and type of traffic they can accommodate, and whether they can be two way or one way.
1. Primary Roads - RoW greater than 10M, capable of supporting vehicular traffic in both directions, possibility of designated bus lanes, cycle tracks and continuous footpaths on both sides of the travel lane to allow for unhindered movement
of all types.
2. Secondary Roads - RoW between 5M and 10M. Highly recommended for one way traffic with designated on street
parking, cycle tracks and continuous footpaths on both sides. One side of the travel lane can accommodate a wider footpath and the other side can have a narrow functional footpath. Bus traffic is not recommended on these roads.
3. Tertiary Roads - RoW less than 5M. Connectors and local roads, promoting a shared lane between slow moving
vehicular traffic and bicycles. Continuous footpath on one side of the road of a minimum width of 1M. Bus traffic is not
recommended on these roads.

PRIMARY ROADS

TERTIARY ROADS

30
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ROAD HIERARCHY
Hosur Road
The main artery with an elevated expressway for traffic feeding
into EC from Bangalore and Hosur.

HP Avenue: Primary Road
Main entry road for phase 1 for traffic coming in through NICE
ring road, and for those on Hosur Road below the Elevated
expressway. Caters to public and private buses as well as other
vehicular modes

HICAL

HP

SCHNEIDER
INFOSYS

ELCIA
VELANKANI
TECH PARK

Velankani Drive : Primary Road
Connects southern parts of EC Phase 1 with HP Avenue and the
NICE ring road exit

GE
TCS

ELCIA Road : Secondary Road

TATA POWER

3M

BHEL

SIEMENS

Narrow road connecting HP Avenue to 1st Main road

TECH MAHINDRA

C DOT

3M

HCL

1st Main Road: Primary Road

MOOG

Main entry road for phase 1 catering to public and private
buses as well as other vehicular modes

CDAC

HAPPIEST
MIND TECH

LEMON TREE

Wipro Avenue : Primary Road
Main link for public buses and thoroughfare road for traffic
entering from Neeladri Road, Shikaripalya and the south

WIPRO

HAPPIEST
MIND TECH

Neeladri Road : Primary Road
Connecting road to peripheral developing areas, carrying heavy
traffic into and out of the estate

ELCITA Pump House Road : Secondary Road

Main Roads

Important thoroughfare road with limited right of way suffering from congestion problems

Secondary Roads

2nd Cross Road : Primary Road

N

Tertiary Roads

Main entry for Phase 02 caters to bus and vehicle traffic, does
not form a loop and hence requires a cul-de-sac
31
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TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT PLANS
PRIMARY ROADS WITH TWO WAY TRAFFIC
Based on the established road hierarchy, existing traffic flow
patterns and companies with a large workforce, Primary Roads
have been identified and the RoW divided to support vehicular
traffic including buses in both directions. As it is not possible to
close the loops in Phase 02, cul-de-sacs are required to allow for
continuity.

HICAL

HP

HP Avenue:
SCHNEIDER
INFOSYS

ELCIA

Velankani Drive

VELANKANI
TECH PARK

TECH MAHINDRA

GE
TCS

1st Main Road
BHEL

TATA POWER

3M
SIEMENS

C DOT

3M

HCL

Wipro Avenue

MOOG
CDAC

HAPPIEST
MIND TECH

LEMON TREE

Neeladri Road
WIPRO

HAPPIEST
MIND TECH

2nd Cross Road

N
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TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT PLANS
SECONDARY ROADS WITH ONE WAY TRAFFIC
Based on the established road hierarchy, existing traffic flow
patterns and companies with a large workforce, the Secondary
Roads have been identified and the RoW divided to support
one way vehicular traffic in logical loops which allows for continuous movement of traffic at steady speeds while providing
accessibility to every corner of the estate.

HICAL

HP

Currently these roads allow for traffic flow in both directions,

SCHNEIDER

even though their right of way cannot support the same.
Converting these roads to one ways, by providing a 3M lane for

INFOSYS

ELCIA

four-wheelers and a 1.5M lane for two-wheelers allows the rest

VELANKANI
TECH PARK

of the right of way to be utilized for on street parking, a desig-

TECH MAHINDRA

GE
TCS

nated cycle track and continuous footpaths. It is also strongly
recommended that buses not be allowed in these lanes as
there is insufficient turning radii. Service vehicles however can

TATA POWER

3M

BHEL

be allowed at off-peak hours.

SIEMENS

A system of one ways with separate lanes for two-wheelers and

C DOT

3M

four-wheelers will promote lane discipline and allow for maxi-

HCL

mum traffic coming into the estate to be distributed towards
their destinations efficiently at a uniform speed preventing

MOOG

traffic congestion.

CDAC

ELCIA Road

ELCITA Pump House Road

HAPPIEST
MIND TECH

LEMON TREE

WIPRO

HAPPIEST
MIND TECH

N
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TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT PLANS
SECONDARY ROADS WITH ONE WAY TRAFFIC
REVERSE FLOW
Due to the large work force in the estate there is a huge amount
of traffic coming in during the morning and going out during
the evening creating peak hour congestion and increasing travel
times.

HICAL

HP

Therefore it makes most sense to reverse the direction of certain
one way roads in the evening. This system allows for maximum

SCHNEIDER

traffic inflow during morning peak hours and maximum traffic
outflow during evening peak hours. A closed system of one ways

INFOSYS

ELCIA

is effective in preventing traffic jams as it allows for a continuous

VELANKANI
TECH PARK

movement in one direction only.

GE
TCS

ELCIA Road
BHEL

TECH MAHINDRA

TATA POWER

3M
SIEMENS

C DOT

3M

HCL
MOOG
CDAC

ELCITA Pump House Road

HAPPIEST
MIND TECH

LEMON TREE

WIPRO

HAPPIEST
MIND TECH

N
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PRIMARY ROADS

A

TYPICAL CROSS SECTIONS
The right of way of each category of road has been divided to
accommodate various modes of transport .
The Primary Roads have been divided to support traffic movement in both directions, with designated bus bays, cycle tracks
and wide shaded footpaths on either side of the road. Based
on their width, the primary roads are divided as 4 multi modal
travel lanes of 3M each or as 2 lanes each 3M wide for cars and
buses and 2 lanes each 1.5M wide for two-wheelers. Dividing

A

1200
FOOTPATH

Plan

1600

750

CYCLE
TRACK

3000
TRAVEL LANE

750

1500

1500

3000

BIKE LANE

BIKE LANE

TRAVEL LANE

1600
CYCLE
TRACK

1000
FOOTPATH

Section A-A

lanes based on modes of travel will provide for efficient traffic

SECONDARY ROADS

management as each vehicle can drive in the optimum speed
based on type and there will be no overtaking and lane-cutting.
The footpaths are continuously shaded with trees and well lit
to create a safe environment. The various forms of movement

B

are separated by material types, level differences and landscape
strips to reduce chances of one form of movement hindering



another and to allow for movement at various speeds.
The Secondary Roads have been divided to support one way

B

traffic movement , accommodate on street parking with a
designated cycle track and footpaths. It is recommended that

1200

buses not be allowed on secondary roads. Service vehicles can
however be allowed at off peak hours.

2100

FOOTPATH PARKING BAY

Plan

1200
FOOTPATH

1600
CYCLE
TRACK

1500

3000

3000

1500

1500

3000

BUS STOP

BUS BAY

TRAVEL LANE

BIKE LANE

BIKE LANE

TRAVEL LANE

750

750

1600
CYCLE
TRACK

1200
FOOTPATH

1600

1500

3000

BIKE LANE

TRAVEL LANE

CYCLE
TRACK

1350
FOOTPATH

Section B-B

The Tertiary Roads are in essence shared streets. The travel

TERTIARY ROADS

lane can support slow moving vehicular traffic and cycles. The
roads are to have restrictions on heavy vehicles and buses.
Service vehicles can be allowed at off peak hours. The remaining space has been divided to provide for functional footpaths
on either side of the travel lane.

C

1200
FOOTPATH

1600
CYCLE
TRACK

750

3000

C

TRAVEL LANE

1500

1500

3000

BIKE LANE

BIKE LANE

TRAVEL LANE

750

1600
CYCLE
TRACK

1000
1200

FOOTPATH

2100

FOOTPATH PARKING BAY
750

3000
TRAVEL LANE

2750

FOOTPATH SHARED LANE

Plan

1600

1500
BIKE LANE

2750

750
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1350
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SHARED LANE FOOTPATH

Section C-C
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BUS NETWORK
BUS STOPS
M B

One step towards reducing congestion within the estate is to provide for a well connected and convenient public transport system
which encourages more people to use it.

B

The key is to provide last mile connectivity so that every person
can walk to their place of employment easily. Therefore bus
stops have been provided every 1KM apart (10 minutes walking

HICAL

HP

distance) and at 500M (5 minute walking distances) from most
parts of the estate.

SCHNEIDER

The bus stop locations ensure that a commuter never has to walk for

B

more than 10 minutes to reach their place of work.

INFOSYS

ELCIA
VELANKANI
TECH PARK

For the bus stops and bus networks to be successful they have

B

GE

B

been planned in conjunction with other transport systems to
offer multi modal connectivity and a cohesive mobility solution

BHEL

for the estate.
Therefore bus stops have been proposed in conjunction with

B
C DOT

3M B

safe pedestrian network. Cycle sharing infrastructure, dustbins,

M

B
HCL

public toilets and street vending have to be planned around the

MOOG

bus stops to create active pockets, that result in a safe and vibrant

CDAC

public realm.
The increased connectivity will increase convenience, reduce

TCS

TATA POWER

3M
SIEMENS

the metro stations, and require to be connected by a strong and

TECH MAHINDRA

B

HAPPIEST
MIND TECH

LEMON TREE

travel times and encourage more people to use public transport,
reducing the number of vehicles and congestion within the
estate.

WIPRO

HAPPIEST
MIND TECH

B

M

Proposed Metro

B

Bus Stop

Station

500 M walking
Distance

N
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BUS NETWORK
BUS ROUTES

M B

Currently there a large number of buses both private and
government that circulate the estate. Inadequate turning radii,
absence of lane markings and a lack of a cohesive network has

B

resulted in chaos where the buses, two-wheelers, 4 wheelers,
cyclists and pedestrians fight for the same space.
The identified main roads will have a designated 3M wide lane

HICAL

HP

for buses and cars and a separate 1.5M wide lane for two wheelers creating a modal split and resulting in better traffic manage-

SCHNEIDER

ment. Each vehicle can travel at the optimum speed based on

B

type, decreasing travel times, and increasing convenience.

INFOSYS

ELCIA
VELANKANI
TECH PARK

Bus stops will have 2.1M to 3M wide bus bays. Therefore a bus

B

TECH MAHINDRA

GE

B

that stops for passengers to disembark / board will not hinder

TCS

the movement of other buses, further decreasing the travel
time.

TATA POWER

3M

BHEL

B

SIEMENS

C DOT

3M B

M

B
HCL

MOOG
CDAC

B

HAPPIEST
MIND TECH

LEMON TREE

WIPRO

HAPPIEST
MIND TECH

B

Proposed Bus Route

N

Dedicated Bus Bay, IT Corridor, Chennai
Source - http://www.wikipedia.org
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CYCLE NETWORK
The system of two ways, reversible one ways and, separate lanes
for four wheeleres and two-wheelers allows for greater room in

M B

the division of the RoW. Cycle tracks have been proposed in both
primary and secondary roads creating a network . The tertiary
roads are shared lanes between motorized and non motorized

B

transport.
Primary roads have cycle tracks on both sides of the roads,

HICAL

HP

while secondary roads have a cycle track on on one side of the
road. The proposed cycle tracks will be at the footpath level and

SCHNEIDER

separated from pedestrian movement with landscape strips.
Resulting in a safe path where cyclists can travel uninterrupted at

B

a uniform speed.

INFOSYS

ELCIA
VELANKANI
TECH PARK

The Metro stations and bus stops will be equipped with cycle

B

GE

B

stands, allowing for cycle sharing systems. The proposed
pedestrian/ cycle underpass will allow for connectivity under

BHEL

Hosur Road, stitching both parts of the estate together, with

B

SIEMENS

C DOT

3M B

alternative, allowing for people to cycle within the estate and

B

MOOG

more sustainable lifestyle.

reduced carbon foot print, and a car free estate.

M

HCL

provide for last mile connectivity from public transport creating a

This is a definitive step forward towards a change in mindset, a

TCS

TATA POWER

3M

continuous cycle movement.
Good cycling infrastructure will promote cycling as a mobility

TECH MAHINDRA

CDAC

B

HAPPIEST
MIND TECH

LEMON TREE

WIPRO

HAPPIEST
MIND TECH

B

Designated cycle tracks

N
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PEDESTRIAN NETWORK
The most effecient mobility solution is a multi modal one. An
important aspect of this is a sound pedestrian network which

M B

connects different modes of transport allowing for seamless
transfers and promoting commuter convenience.

B

Primary roads have wide footpaths on both sides of the road
accomodating the heavy footfalls of both bus and metro
commuters. The secondary roads have a wide footpath on one

HICAL

HP

side and one functional one on the other side allowing for
maximum flexibility without hindering any form of movement.

SCHNEIDER

This also gives room for on street parking on the secondary
roads. The tertiary roads will have functional footpaths on both

B

sides of the roads and are envisioned as shared streets with

INFOSYS

ELCIA
VELANKANI
TECH PARK

slow moving traffic.

B

GE

B

The proposed foot paths will be elevated from the travel lane,
continuous, shaded with even paving providing safe routes and

The proposed pedestrian/ cycle underpass will allow for

B

SIEMENS

connectivity under Hosur Road, stitching both parts of the

C DOT

3M B

estate together, allowing for a safe crossing and continuous

B

MOOG

more conveneint than the convuluted vehicular route.

mobility alternative, allowing for people to walk between

M

HCL

pedestrian movement across the estates, which will actually be

Good pedestrian infrastructure will promote walking as a

TCS

TATA POWER

3M

BHEL

encouraging people to walk.

TECH MAHINDRA

CDAC

B

HAPPIEST
MIND TECH

LEMON TREE

destinations within the estate and provide for last mile
connectivity from public transport creating a more sustainable
lifestyle.

WIPRO
This is a definitive step forward towards a change in mindset, a

HAPPIEST
MIND TECH

B

reduced carbon foot print, and a car free estate.

Proposed Footpaths

N
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LANDSCAPE PLAN

M B
B
HICAL

HP

SCHNEIDER

B

INFOSYS

ELCIA
VELANKANI
TECH PARK

BHEL

B

TECH MAHINDRA
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B

TCS

TATA POWER

3M

B

SIEMENS

C DOT

3M B

M

B
HCL

MOOG
CDAC

B

HAPPIEST
MIND TECH

LEMON TREE

WIPRO

B

HAPPIEST
MIND TECH
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Merging Travel Lanes

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT PLANS
FIRST MAIN ROAD - OPTION 01
This option looks at maximising the existing RoW for all users by using
different lanes for different modes of traffic. One of the main problems
in India is multi modal transport on the road travelling at different
speeds, cutting across lanes and creating chaos. This traffic management plan aims to solve that by ornagising traffic by type.

At Grade Traffic

1 lane of 3M width to carry at grade traffic,
2 lanes of 3M width to carry toll lane traffic,
1 two wheeer travel lane of 2M width and a
shared toll lane of 3M width

1 lane of 3M width bringing in
traffic at grade

Elevated Expressway

Collapsible Bollards

2 Wheeler Toll Lane

as an effective measure in traffic
management,to enforce ELCITA Pump
House Road as a reversible one way to allow
maximum traffic inflow in the morning and
outflow in the evenings

1 toll lane of 2M width for twowheelers

4 travel lanes of 3.5M each
bringing in and taking out
traffic to and from Silk Board
Junction and Hosur.

Cycle Tracks
2M wide cycle tracks at footpath level forming a larger cycle network connecting the
Metro, bus routes and the various campuses.

A

B

A

B

Shared Toll Lane
1 shared toll lane of 3M width
bringing in traffic in the morning
and taking out traffic in the evening. Lane discipline is achieved
with the aid lane marking and
collapsible bollards

Bus Bay
Travel Lanes
2 travel lanes of 3M width for
bus and 4 wheeler traffic 2
travel lanes of 1.5M width for
two-wheelers.

Every bus stop has a 3M wide bus bay
where buses can stop for commuters to
get on or disembark without hindering
the movement of other buses. A 12M
turning radius has been provided to
that buses from the bus lane can turn
into the bus bay easily

ELCITA Pump House
Road
A secondary road which is a
reversible one way, bringing
traffic in during morning peak
hours and taking traffic out
during evening peak hours.

At Grade Traffic
1 lane of 3M width bringing in
traffic at grade

N

4 Wheeler Toll Lane
Travel Lanes

Footpath

Merging travel lanes from 4 lanes
each 3M wide plus a two wheeler
lane, 2M wide to 3 lanes each 3M
wide upto ELCITA Pump House Road

tree lined avenue enhanced with landscape strips and street furniture, varying
from 6M to 2M evenly paved and forming
a estate wide network to encourage
pedestrian movement

41

2 toll lane of 3M width for
four-wheelers
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TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT PLANS

Auto Stand
Designated bay for organizing
intermediate para transit. Can
accommodate 10 parked auto
rickshaws

FIRST MAIN ROAD - OPTION 01
MORNING PEAK HOURS BETWEEN 6:00 AM AND 12 NOON
The traffic flow is organized to maximise the traffic inflow, coming into Electronics City in the mornings. The shared toll lane
is meant for incoming traffic only, ELCITA Pump House road is a
one way only road bringing in traffic from the toll gate into the

Elevated Expressway
2 travel lanes of 3.5M each
bringing in traffic from Silk
Board Junction and Hosur.

Pedestrian Crossing
3M wide crossings with separate
pedestrian signals to create a
safe and conveneinet pedestrian
environment

Collapsible Bollards
as an effective measure in traffic
management

estate.

Collapsible Bollards
raised to be an effective measure in traffic management

N

2 Wheeler Toll Lane
1 toll lane of 2M width for twowheelers

Travel Lanes

Bus Bay

2 travel lanes of 3M width for
bus and 4 wheeler traffic 2
travel lanes of 1.5M width for
two-wheelers.

A 3M wide bus bay where a bus can
stop for commuters to get on or disembark without hindering the movement
of other buses. A 12M turning radius
has been provided to that buses from
the bus lane can turn into the bus bay
easily

At Grade Traffic

4 Wheeler Toll Lane

1 lane of 3M width bringing in
traffic at grade

3 toll lanes of 3M width for
four-wheelers

ELCITA Pump
House Road
A one way, bringing traffic in with
a 3M travel lane for 4 wheelers, a
2M travel lane for 2 wheelers, a 2M
cycle track and 2.1M wide on street
parking. Buses are not allowed in
this street

Cycle Tracks
2M wide cycle tracks at
footpath level forming a larger
cycle network connecting the
Metro, bus routes and the various campuses.

42

Footpath
tree lined avenue enhanced with landscape strips and street furniture, varying
from 6M to 2M evenly paved and forming
a estate wide network to encourage
pedestrian movement
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TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT PLANS

Elevated Expressway

FIRST MAIN ROAD - OPTION 01

2 Wheeler Toll Lane

EVENING PEAK HOURS BETWEEN 4:00 PM AND 8:00 PM
The traffic flow is organized to maximise the traffic outflow, leaving Electronics City in the evenings. The shared toll lane is meant
for outgoing traffic only, ELCITA Pump House Road is a one way
only road bringing in traffic from the estate to the tollgate and

2 travel lanes of 3.5M each
bringing in traffic from Silk
Board Junction and Hosur.

1 toll lane of 2M width for twowheelers

Toll Booth Office
A XsqM toll booth office with a
counter , toilet and designated
parking for two cars

the dedicated bus lane is in the outwards direction.

At Grade Traffic

Auto Stand

1 lane of 3M width bringing in traffic at grade

Designated bay for organizing
intermediate para transit. Can
accommodate 10 parked auto
rickshaws

Collapsible Bollards
retracted to be an effective
measure in traffic management

Collapsible Bollards
as an effective measure in traffic management

N
4 Wheeler Toll Lane
Travel Lanes
2 travel lanes of 3M width for
bus and 4 wheeler traffic 2
travel lanes of 1.5M width for
two-wheelers.

Bus Bay
A 3M wide bus bay where a bus can
stop for commuters to get on or disembark without hindering the movement
of other buses. A 12M turning radius
has been provided to that buses from
the bus lane can turn into the bus bay
easily

3 toll lanes of 3M width for
four-wheelers

ELCITA Pump
House Road
A one way, bringing traffic in with
a 3M travel lane for 4 wheelers, a
2M travel lane for 2 wheelers, a 2M
cycle track and 2.1M wide on street
parking. Buses are not allowed in
this street
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Cycle Tracks

Footpath

2M wide cycle tracks at
footpath level forming a larger
cycle network connecting the
Metro, bus routes and the various campuses.

tree lined avenue enhanced with landscape strips and street furniture, varying
from 6M to 2M evenly paved and forming
a estate wide netowrk to encourage
pedestrian movement
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TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT PLANS
ELCITA PUMP HOUSE ROAD - OPTION 01
MORNING PEAK HOURS BETWEEN 6:00 AM AND 12:00
NO0N
ELCITA Pump House Road is a secondary road and traffic flow is
organized as a one way with a 3M wide lane for four-wheelers,
a dedicated 1.5M wide lane for two-wheelers bringing traffic





in to the estate. Raised bollards prevent traffic from turning
towards the toll gate. The remainging space has been divided

C

C

to provide for footpaths on either side of the travel lane, a 2M
wide cycle track and a 2 M wide two wheeler parking bay for on
street parking.

3590 VEHICLES
have been counted at ELCITA Pump House
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TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT PLANS
ELCITA PUMP HOUSE ROAD - OPTION 01
EVENING PEAK HOURS BETWEEN 4:00 PM AND 8:00 PM
ELCITA Pump House Road is a secondary road and traffic flow is
organized as a one way with a 3M wide lane for four-wheelers, a
dedicated 1.5M wide lane for two-wheelers taking traffic out of
the estate. Retracted bollards allow traffic to turn towards the
toll gate. The remaining space has been divided to provide for
footpaths on either side of the travel lane, a 2M wide cycle track
and a 2M wide two wheeler parking bay for on street parking.

1600
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TRACK
have been counted at ELCITA Pump HouseTRACK

3445 VEHICLES
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junction between 6:00 pm and 7:00 pm *

* Data obtained from traffic survey conducted by M/s Unicorn consultants
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REDESIGN OF THE INTERSECTIONS

su
Ho
r Ro
ad

5

INTERNAL CONNECTIVITY

In Electronics City, the intersections create a significant challenge
as they handle large volumes of traffic and are not designed to

Entry at HP Avenue

permit smooth vehicular flow, especially with large vehicles such

Phase 2 Main Road
Intersections

as volvo buses frequently making turns from multiple directions.
Redesigning the key intersections within the estate will contribute

Velankani Road Intersection

greatly towards easing the traffic situation and allow for multi
modal and multi directional traffic. Redesign will include but not
be limited to providing adequate turning radii, queuing lanes,
good signal management, and safe pedestrian crossings to enable

Potential Intersection
at Phase 3

HP campus

Potential intersection for
future redesign

smooth movement.
The critical intersections requiring redesign, which have a great

B.H.E.L Intersection
Infosys campus

impact on the traffic flow are:

1. ENTRY AT HP AVENUE
As a location of high vehicular flow volumes* and one of the entrances into the estate from Hosur road / Nice Ring Road.

ITI campus

2. B.H.E.L INTERSECTION
This location already is and will increasingly become a critical junction (with the development of phase 3) through which most of the

ELECTRONICS CITY - PHASE 2

traffic within the estate will have to pass.

EC1 Tollgate Intersection

3. WIPRO AVENUE INTERSECTION
The intersection serves as an entry / exit point to the estate from

5th Cross Road Intersection

Neeladri road / Bannerghatta Road and the development around
the estate and handles most of the public bus routes.

ELECTRONICS CITY - PHASE 1 & 3

Wipro Campus

4. ELCITA PUMP HOUSE INTERSECTION
Large volumes of traffic entering / exiting the estate through this
single point especially at peak hours as well as U-turns to get to
the surface roads create a chaotic intersection that needs resolution through design.

Wipro Avenue Intersection

ELCITA Pump House Intersection
Primary intersections for redesign

Other intersections which are likely to become pressure points in

Secondary intersections

the future and require redesign have been marked in the map on
the right.

* Data obtained from traffic survey conducted by M/s Unicorn consultants
46
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Design of intersections at future pressure points
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HP AVENUE JUNCTION
The HP avenue junction currently acts as a secondary entrance
to the estate, bringing in traffic from NICE Ring Road and Hosur
Road. The geometry of the intersection has been cleaned up
to provide for smooth turning radii which will allow for a more
effecient traffic management. HP avenue is a primary road and
has been redivided with 4 lanes of 3M width each, a cycle track
in direction and wide tree lined footpaths. This junction is gated
for protection with a security booth. It has been redesigned to
provide for smooth vehicular movement and safe pedestrian
crossings.

Existing Plan

Proposed Plan
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B.H.E.L JUNCTION
B.H.E.L Junction is the point where First Main Road narrows
down to less than two travel lanes creating a bottle neck. This
coupled with the entries to Siemens, B.H.E.L, and 3M creates
severe congestion in this area during peak hours. This is main
intersection as it is the point where two primary roads; First
Main Road and Wipro Avenue meet. From this junction First
Main Road continues as the main thoroughfare for Electronics
City Phase 03.
This junction has been redesigned with a logical geometry
and adequate turning raddii for buses without breaking the
continuity of the footpath and cycle track. It has been solved
to allow for smooth vehicular movement and safe pedestrian
crossings. For an optimum junction it is suggested that 108
SQM of land be acquired as shown in the map, especially since
it is a junction which is important to the future growth and connection of the estate.

Road and Buildings
Footpath

Proposed Plan

Cycle Track
Landscape strip

3872 VEHICLES

3699 VEHICLES

have been counted at BHEL

have been counted at BHEL

junction between 9:00 am

junction between 6:00 pm

and 10:00 am *

and 7:00 pm *

Land to be acquired
Land Acquisition Plan

Existing Plan
* Data obtained from traffic survey conducted by M/s Unicorn consultants
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WIPRO AVENUE JUNCTION
Wipro Avenue Junction is once again a critical junction as it is
a main entry point from Neeladri Road which brings in traffic
from Bannerghetta side. The junction also leads to a bus stand
for Big 10 buses and further down to Shikaripalya village.
The junction has been redesigned to allow for a smoother
geometry, with comfortable bus turning radii and continuous
foothpaths and cycle tracks. It has been redesigned to provide
for smooth vehicular movement and safe pedestrian crossings.
For an optimum junction it is suggested that 26.5 SQM of land
be acquired as shown in the map, especially since it is a junction which is important to the future growth and connection of
the estate, once the peripheral Ring Road is built.
Road and Buildings
Footpath

Proposed Plan

Cycle Track
Landscape strip

Land to be acquired
Existing Plan

Land Acquisition Plan
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ELCITA PUMP HOUSE JUNCTION
Currently this junction is characterized by a round about which
allows vehicles to turn in many directions creating chaos and
confusion.
As per the traffic management plan, ELCITA Pump House Road
is a secondary road, which is a reversible one way. It’s direction
changes with respect to morning and evening peak hour
traffic . In the morning, to allow for maximum traffic to enter
the estate, collabsible bollards ensure that traffic can only turn
into ELCITA pump house road. These Bollards also prevent
U-turns which cutrrently create a lot of chaos where the lanes
merge. In the evenings the focus is to allow for maximum
traffic to leave the estate. Therefore the bollards are retracted,
allowing traffic from ELCITA pump house road to turn towards
Hosur road.

Road and Buildings
Footpath

This junction has been redesigned with a logical geometry

Cycle Track

and adequate turning radii for cars and two-wheelers. As

Landscape strip

Proposed Plan Morning

ELCITA pump house road is a secondary road, buses are not
recommended. The redesign of the intersection ensures the
continuity of the footpath and cycle track. It has been solved
to allow for smooth vehicular movement and safe pedestrian
crossings.

Road and Buildings
Footpath
Cycle Track
Existing Plan

Proposed Plan Evening

Landscape strip
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